There is something about Cascada that speaks to you.
It’s a language formed by rhythmic beat, a driving pulse that seems to be asking you, “If not now, when?
If not here, where?” Cascada was created in the belief that luxury isn’t an acquisition,
but an attitude: LIVE LIFE WIDE OPEN. A beautiful, spirited
convertible from Buick, the 2017 Cascada is meticulously crafted for those who demand thoughtful
attention to detail and an inspired open-air experience.
You're not the kind who waits until it's 72 and sunny to experience what it feels like to **DRIVE WITH THE TOP DOWN**. Not when you know you're just 17 seconds—the time it takes for Cascada's top to lower—from being right where you want to be.
The pull of a lever transforms Cascada into an open-air convertible in 17 seconds. The top can even be lowered when driving up to 31 mph. As the convertible top automatically retracts, the rear deck lid opens rearward. When lowered, the top folds neatly and completely beneath a hard tonneau cover behind the rear seats, giving Cascada a pure open-air aesthetic.

Want the top up? Going from convertible to coupe takes 19 seconds, and this too can be done while driving up to 31 mph. The convertible top’s acoustic and thermal barriers help keep the interior quiet and comfortable when you’re driving with the top up.

Cascada planned for your storage needs, too. Trunk space is 13.4 cu. ft.1 with the top up and 9.8 cu. ft.1 with the top down. And when the 50/50 split second-row seats are folded flat, a pass-through from the trunk creates extra space for luggage or longer objects.

The electrohydraulic mechanism for the roof has been cycle-tested 15,000 times—the equivalent of operating the top four times a day for 10 years. That’s a lot of fresh air.

1 Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution.
With a silhouette that looks stunning whether the top is up or down, Cascada’s sculpted profile is an expression of spirited performance. The taut creases sculpting the steel body and fabric top, the dynamic proportions, and the lowered sport chassis on 20-inch alloy wheels continue the design theme. And up front, Buick’s signature wing-shaped Light-Emitting Diode (LED) daytime running lamps frame Cascada’s front profile.
Be open to the beautiful. Open to the inspired. Open to the thoughtful. That’s what happens when you open yourself up to Cascada.
A Buick convertible and an open road: two things you know make for an extraordinary drive, whether you’re headed across town or across the country. It starts with an exceptionally rigid chassis, purposefully designed from the outset for this convertible. A high degree of torsional stiffness is essential to achieving Refined Driving Dynamics. In Cascada, this firm foundation translates into a feeling of supreme confidence. As the driver, you’ll immediately sense the power of its turbocharged engine and the agility of its sport-tuned suspension.
YOU AREN’T MERELY DRAWN TO A CONVERTIBLE FOR ITS OUTWARD APPEARANCE. JUST AS IMPORTANT IS WHAT’S INSIDE.

Refined materials, luxurious textures, premium features and advanced technologies: Cascada artfully fuses each of these elements into a holistic driving experience that’s comfortable, secure and connected.

Cascada is accommodating no matter the weather. When you’re soaking up the sun, Cascada’s heat-reflective leather-appointed seating helps keep things cooled down. When there’s a chill in the air, Cascada lets you settle into the warm welcome of its standard heated driver and front-passenger seats. To help buckle you in, simply close the door, turn the ignition and the electronic safety belt presenters slide forward to make reaching the safety belt easier at shoulder level. Once the safety belt has been fastened, the presenter returns into its housing.

• To help keep order on board, Cascada has 13 places where you can easily and conveniently store your possessions.
• The rear seat-release feature creates a pass-through in the trunk that makes storing longer items easy.
• That steering wheel you’ve got your hands around? It’s leather-wrapped and heated.
Designed from the outset as a true four-passenger convertible, Cascada offers spacious seating. A second-row Easy Entry System means your rear-seat passengers will find it surprisingly easy to step in or out of the rear compartment. Simply move the front seatbacks forward, and the seats automatically slide forward. The front seats return to their original positions when the seatbacks are moved rearward, adjusting slightly forward if a second-row passenger is detected.
CASCADA SURROUNDS YOU WITH SAFETY TECHNOLOGIES, INCLUDING AVAILABLE ADVANCED DRIVER-ALERT AND COLLISION-WARNING SYSTEMS.

Cascada surrounds you with safety technologies, including available advanced driver-alert and collision-warning systems. Cascada surrounds you and your passengers in a security zone. The rigid Cascada body structure was purposely built as a convertible with strategic use of high-strength steel. The windshield pillars use press-hardened steel in the inner structures, reinforced with high-strength hot-rolled and cold-bent tubes within the pillars. And available Front and Rear Park Assist helps take the worry out of pulling into or out of parking spaces. A standard Rear Vision Camera helps make backing up a breeze.

Up front, a 7-inch diagonal color touch-screen IntelliLink display provides on-the-go information, including text message alerts. And there’s Siri Eyes Free for iPhones running iOS 6 or later, to let you use your voice to control your iPhone.

Safety features are no substitute for the driver’s responsibility to operate the vehicle in a safe manner. The driver should remain attentive to traffic, surroundings and road conditions at all times. Read the vehicle Owner’s Manual for important feature limitations and information.

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING
Using onboard cameras, available Lane Departure Warning constantly monitors lane markings on the road. If it senses you are moving from your lane without using your turn signal, it gives you a visual and audible alert to help you be aware.

FORWARD COLLISION ALERT
Available Forward Collision Alert uses cameras mounted inside the rearview mirror. The system can alert you to a possible collision threat so you can take action to reduce the risk of having a frontal collision.

ROLLOVER POP-UP BARS
Hidden behind the rear seats are high-strength steel pop-up roll bars. When the possibility of a rollover is detected, pop-up bars deploy behind the rear seats and are designed to extend approximately 14 inches to approximately the height of the windshield.

*Full functionality requires compatible Bluetooth and smartphone. Some devices require USB connectivity. Data plan rates apply.
*Requires a compatible smartphone with Bluetooth profile (M.A.P.) and applicable text-messaging features. Visit myBuick.com/learn for vehicle and smartphone eligibility.
*Requires a compatible iPhone running iOS 6 or newer.
Introducing the newest, boldest expression of Cascada style: THE NEW CASCADA SPORT TOURING. With the visual impact of sport pedals, a flat-bottom leather-wrapped sport steering wheel, interior design details, 20-inch alloy wheels and an exterior color called True Blue Metallic that are unique to Cascada Sport Touring, your personal sense of style shines through.
You don’t need to be a performance enthusiast to appreciate Cascada’s turbocharged engine. What matters is that you’ll have the means to drive however it suits you. And to help make the responsive power connected to your right foot smoother and quieter, the engine features twin harmonic balancing shafts. All of which will do wonders for your own harmonic balance.

- **1.6L I-4 TURBO ENGINE**: Rated at 200 horsepower, the compact 1.6L inline-4 cylinder turbocharged engine delivers strong torque, too—an estimated 207 lb-ft. There’s even an overboost phase that briefly pushes torque to an estimated 221 lb-ft.

- **HIPER STRUT FRONT SUSPENSION**: An innovative HiPer Strut front suspension uses dual-path top mounts to separate the spring and damper loads transferred to the body structure. When something impacts the front suspension, the negative effects on steering feedback are minimized: There’s less torque steer and more camber control, and the driver enjoys a more direct, linear steering response.

- **STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS**: A rigid chassis is at the core of Cascada’s refined driving experience. Minimizing chassis flex meant our engineers could tune the suspension and steering characteristics with a high degree of precision. The result: handling control, ride comfort and an overall sense of driving confidence.

- **ELECTRIC POWER STEERING**: Steering inputs are executed by a rack-mounted electric power steering system. It gives you more immediate steering feedback, while stopping power is handled by four-wheel anti-lock disc brakes.

- **SPORT-LOWERVED CHASSIS**: Want to raise the adrenaline of a driver? Lower your chassis. That’s what the suspension engineers did to help Cascade get optimal grip from its big, bold 20-inch alloy wheels.
Available 4G LTE Wi-Fi now travels with you. Stay connected and move effortlessly from home to work to just about anywhere without losing touch. Stream movies and TV on the go, using your favorite apps on your Wi-Fi devices.

The built-in Wi-Fi hotspot supports up to seven devices, so everyone can surf, scan, create, post and game their way through any journey at 4G LTE speed.

Any time your vehicle is on or in accessory mode, your hotspot is available and ready to connect to your devices, so it’s easy to use. Our strong signal means you have a fast and reliable connection. And because the built-in Wi-Fi hotspot is powered by your vehicle, you’re not reliant on your mobile device battery.

Your first 3 months or 3GB of data (whichever comes first) is included with your new Buick. After that, select a plan from OnStar that’s right for you.

Not sure how much data you need for your in-vehicle Wi-Fi hotspot? Our data calculator (att.com/att/onstardatacalc) will help you visualize data usage for email, streaming music, social media and more.
**SECURITY**

**Automatic Crash Response**<sup>5</sup> This feature can connect you to an OnStar Advisor immediately after a crash to help get you the care you need, even if you can’t ask for it. Using Injury Severity Prediction technology, Advisors can help you get the right care right away.

**Emergency Services** One push of the red emergency button gives you a priority connection to an OnStar Advisor who can direct emergency services to your exact location and offer critical assistance until help arrives. With OnStar, you’re never alone.

**Crisis Assist** In severe weather conditions or a crisis, Advisors can provide a fast, knowledgeable resource if you need emergency assistance, evacuations routes and other resources. OnStar can also contact family members for you.

**Roadside Assistance**<sup>6</sup> If you’re stranded, have a flat tire or need a tow truck, just ask an OnStar Advisor to get help to your exact location to get you back on the road quickly.

**VEHICLE MANAGER**<sup>9</sup> Advanced Diagnostics<sup>8</sup> can provide an instant analysis of your vehicle’s overall performance, driving behavior to help maximize your vehicle’s potential.

**MYBUCK MOBILE APP**<sup>6</sup> Enjoy the ultimate ownership experience through convenient control and management of your vehicle from almost anywhere. This feature is a wireless service built into your vehicle so you can remotely start your vehicle, locate your vehicle, honk your horn and flash your lights. If properly equipped, you can even use your myBuick mobile app<sup>6</sup> to remotestart the vehicle from virtually anywhere. 

**ONSTAR HANDS-FREE CALLING**<sup>11</sup> This feature is a wireless service built into your vehicle so you can easily and safely make and receive calls from the road. You must purchase calling months to get this service.

---

**STANDARD FOR 3 MONTHS, THE ONSTAR GUIDANCE PLAN® SERVICE TRIAL [TRIAL EXCLUDES HANDS-FREE CALLING MINUTES] LETS YOU CONNECT TO A SPECIALLY TRAINED ONSTAR ADVISOR JUST BY PUSHING THE BLUE ONSTAR BUTTON IN YOUR CASCADE.
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PERSONALIZE

COLOR AND WHEEL SELECTION MAKES OUR CASCADA YOUR CASCADA.

EXTERIOR COLORS

SUMMIT WHITE
EBONY TWILIGHT METALLIC
TRUE BLUE METALLIC
SMOKE PEARL METALLIC

FLIP CHIP SILVER METALLIC
TOASTED COCONUT METALLIC
DEEP SKY METALLIC

WHEELS

RQA • 20" DIAMOND GRAPHIC TWIN-SPOKE BI-COLOR FINISH
8TH • 20" DYNAMIC TWIN-SPOKE BI-COLOR FINISH
RQP • 20" ALUMINUM WITH STEELING SILVER FINISH (EXCLUSIVE TO SPORT TOURING MODEL)
PERSONALIZE

SELECT THE PREFERRED TRIM FOR YOUR CASCADA.

INTERIOR TRIM

LIGHT NEUTRAL WITH JET BLACK ACCENTS LEATHER-APPOINTED SEATING

Available on Premium and Sport Touring models only.

JET BLACK WITH JET BLACK ACCENTS LEATHER-APPOINTED SEATING

Available on Premium and Sport Touring models only.
Specs and features of the Buick Cascada.